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(54) Access device for percuataneous spinal fusion

(57) An access device (310) for percutaneous spinal
fusion comprising:
an elongate gripping member (312) including a first leg
(324), and a second leg (326), the legs each having a
portion for engagement with a head (300) of a pedicle
fastener, wherein the distal portions of the first and sec-
ond legs are deflectable away from one another to en-
gage and disengage the head of the pedicle fastener; and
an elongate locking member (314) connected to and
movable relative to the gripping member between a re-
tracted position and a locked position, the elongate lock-
ing member having a first extension (376) aligned along
the first leg and a second extension (378) aligned along
the second leg, wherein the first and second extensions
of the locking member prevent the respective first and
second legs of the gripping member from deflecting away
from one another when in the locked position.
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Description

[0001] This application claims the benefit of the filing
date of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/783,098 filed
March 14, 2013.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to systems and
methods for the insertion of spinal fixation rods, or simply
spinal rods or fixation rods, and in particular, to systems
and methods for percutaneously guiding spinal fixation
rods to a target location adjacent the spinal column.
[0003] Pedicle screw fixation systems have been in
use for decades in order to fuse adjacent vertebral seg-
ments to improve spinal stability or correct certain spinal
deformities. Older approaches for inserting these fixation
systems involved open procedures, in which relatively
large skin incisions were created to expose a substantial
portion of the patient’s spinal column, in order to allow
for insertion of the pedicle screws and manipulation of
spinal rods through openings in pedicle screws, such
openings typically being in heads of the screws.
[0004] Over time, less invasive approaches have been
developed. Typically, in such approaches, pedicle
screws are inserted into the pedicles of selected verte-
brae of a patient’s spine through individual percutaneous
incisions corresponding to the pedicle screws. Fixation
or fusion rods are then inserted into the body through
one of those incisions or through an additional incision
adjacent to the most cephalad or caudal pedicle screw,
and the rod is positioned through openings in the heads
of the pedicle screws to fix the relative positions of the
pedicle screws through which the rod is inserted. In some
such minimally invasive procedures, a percutaneous ac-
cess device (e.g., a cannula or portal) is connected to
each of the pedicle screws and extends through the re-
spective percutaneous incision. Such percutaneous ac-
cess devices provide a pathway through the tissue from
each incision to the respective pedicle screw, in order to
aid in the insertion of a spinal rod. Examples of such
percutaneous access devices are described in common-
ly-assigned U.S. Patent No. 7,955,355 ("the ’355 Patent")
and U.S. Patent No. 8,002,798 ("the ’798 Patent").
[0005] One example of a commercially used minimally
invasive spinal fusion system is the MANTIS® Spinal Sys-
tem developed by Stryker Corporation, the assignee of
the present application, and exemplified by the spinal
fixation system shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B. As shown in
those figures, blades 2 are connected to opposing sides
of the heads 3 of pedicle screws implanted in respective
vertebrae, such that the blades 2 extend posteriorly
through respective incisions in the patient’s skin and de-
fine pathways extending between each incision and the
respective pedicle screw. In certain systems, the blades
2 may be separately formed from and detachably con-
nectable to the pedicle screw heads 3, and, in other sys-
tems, the blades may be integrally formed with the pedi-

cle screw heads 3 to form monolithic blade-screws. In
the case of integrally formed blade-screws, the blades 2
may be connected to the pedicle screw heads 3 by fran-
gible portions (e.g., reduced thickness portions, which
may be defined by grooves formed in either or both of
the interior and exterior surfaces of the blade-screws at
the junction between the blades and the pedicle screw
heads). Such frangible portions provide a location for the
blades to be broken away from the pedicle screw heads
when desired. With either form of the blades, a rigid ring
7 may be placed over and slid along each of the blades
2 until the rigid ring 7 abuts the skin of the patient. In this
manner, the ring 7 may stabilize the spinal insertion sys-
tem with respect to the skin and also provide rigidity to
the spinal rod insertion system by maintaining the relative
positioning of the blades 2 and resisting their disconnec-
tion from the pedicle screw heads 3. Similar blade and
abutment ring structures are described in the ’798 Patent.
[0006] In the minimally invasive approach illustrated in
FIGS. 1A and 1B, a rod insertion tool 4 is used to insert
a fixation rod 5 into the body between the blades 2, which
act to provide percutaneous pathways and help to guide
the movement of the rod 5 to the desired position con-
necting the pedicle screw heads 3. Following insertion
of the rod 5, the blades 2 are intentionally disconnected
from the pedicle screw heads 3 and removed from the
patient.
[0007] When using a blade-screw having blades inte-
grally formed with a pedicle screw head, one or both of
the blades can be broken at the respective one or both
of the frangible connections between the blades and the
screw head during insertion and manipulation of the rod
5, and even during insertion of the blade-screw. In such
instances, the broken blade-screw needs to be replaced
in order to provide a guide in which to insert the fixation
rod 5, requiring dilation to retract the blade-screw. Thus,
there is a need for systems and methods to guide the
fixation rod without dilation and without requiring the use
of a separate guide.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] One aspect of the present invention provides a
method for restoring a percutaneous pathway to a pedicle
fastener connected to a vertebra of a patient. The method
according to this aspect of the invention desirably in-
cludes inserting a percutaneous access device into a
body of a patient through an incision, such that the per-
cutaneous access device desirably provides a first path-
way extending from the incision to a head of a pedicle
fastener connected to a vertebra of the patient. The meth-
od may also include removing at least a portion of the
percutaneous access device. The method desirably fur-
ther includes attaching a supplemental access device to
the head of the pedicle fastener. According to this aspect
of the invention, the supplemental access device desir-
ably provides a second pathway extending from the in-
cision to the head of the pedicle fastener.
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[0009] According to another aspect of the invention,
the step of removing at least a portion of the percutane-
ous access device may cause the cross-sectional area
of the first pathway to be substantially reduced or elimi-
nated. According to this aspect of the invention, a cross-
sectional area of the second pathway transverse to a
longitudinal axis of the supplemental access device pref-
erably has substantially the same size as a cross-sec-
tional area of the first pathway transverse to a longitudinal
axis of the percutaneous access device.
[0010] According to another aspect of the invention,
the percutaneous access device preferably includes first
and second slots diametrically opposed to one another
so that a fixation rod may pass through the slots along a
direction transverse to a longitudinal axis of the percuta-
neous access device. According to yet another aspect
of the invention, the supplemental access device prefer-
ably includes first and second slots diametrically opposed
to one another so that a fixation rod may pass through
the slots along a direction transverse to a longitudinal
axis of the supplemental access device. According to yet
a further aspect of the invention, the method preferably
includes inserting the fixation rod into the body of the
patient along at least a portion of the second pathway
provided by the supplemental access device, such that
the fixation rod passes through at least one of the slots
of the supplemental access device.
[0011] According to another aspect of the invention,
the percutaneous access device preferably includes a
first and second blade spaced apart from one another
and extending substantially parallel to one another when
connected to the head of the pedicle fastener. According
to this aspect of the invention, the first and second slots
of the percutaneous access device are preferably defined
by the first and second blades, the slots extending along
the longitudinal axis of the percutaneous access device
between the first and second blades.
[0012] According to another aspect of the invention,
the first and second blades are preferably each integrally
formed with the head of the pedicle fastener and con-
nected thereto by a frangible portion.
[0013] According to another aspect of the invention,
the step of removing at least a portion of the percutane-
ous access device may include removing the first blade
from the head of the pedicle fastener. According to yet
another aspect of the invention, the step of attaching the
supplemental access device to the head of the pedicle
fastener preferably includes receiving the second blade
in a receiving structure of the supplemental access de-
vice.
[0014] According to another aspect of the invention,
the step of removing at least a portion of the percutane-
ous access device may include removing both of the first
and second blades from the head of the pedicle fastener.
According to yet another aspect of the invention, the step
of attaching the supplemental access device to the head
of the pedicle fastener preferably includes engaging a
gripping member and a locking member of the supple-

mental access device with the head of the pedicle fas-
tener. According to this aspect of the invention, the lock-
ing member is preferably adapted to prevent disengage-
ment between the gripping member and the head of the
pedicle fastener.
[0015] Further aspects of the invention provide an ac-
cess device for percutaneously accessing a pedicle fas-
tener connected to a vertebra of a patient. The access
device according to this aspect of the invention desirably
includes an elongate gripping member and an elongate
locking member. The elongate gripping member desira-
bly has a body portion and also has first and second legs.
Each of the legs desirably has a proximal portion con-
nected to the body portion and a distal portion for en-
gagement with a head of a pedicle fastener. The distal
portion of each of the first and second legs desirably in-
cludes a first prong and a second prong. The first and
second prongs desirably have a longitudinal slot between
them which permits the first and second prongs to deflect
relative to each other. The distal portions of the first and
second legs are desirably deflectable away from one an-
other so as to engage and disengage the head of the
pedicle fastener. According to this aspect of the inven-
tion, the elongate member is connected to and movable
relative to the gripping member between a retracted po-
sition and a locked position. The locking member prefer-
ably prevents the first and second legs of the gripping
member from deflecting away from one another when
the locking member is in the locked position.
[0016] According to another aspect of the invention,
the locking member preferably includes at least one pro-
jection arranged to be received within the slot between
the first and second prongs of either the first or second
legs of the gripping member. According to this aspect of
the invention, movement of the locking member to the
retracted position preferably causes the projection to
move within the slot so as to deflect the first and second
prongs away from one another.
[0017] According to another aspect of the invention,
the locking member preferably includes at least one pro-
jection arranged to be received within a recess in the
gripping member. According to this aspect of the inven-
tion, movement of the locking member to the locked po-
sition preferably causes the projection of the locking
member to move into the recess of the gripping member
so as to restrain movement of the first and second prongs
away from one another.
[0018] According to another aspect of the invention,
the gripping member is preferably received within the
locking member. The locking member preferably has a
generally curved interior surface shaped to substantially
match an exterior surface of the gripping member. The
locking member also preferably includes a substantially
flat exterior surface.
[0019] Yet further aspects of the invention provide an
access device for percutaneously accessing a fixed pedi-
cle fastener, which pedicle fastener preferably has a
head and a blade. The access device according to this
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aspect of the invention desirably includes an elongate
tubular body defining a central bore therethrough and a
groove spaced from the central bore. The groove is de-
sirably dimensioned to receive the blade therethrough.
A distal end of the tubular body is desirably adapted for
engagement with the head of the fastener.
[0020] Yet further aspects of the invention provide a
retractor for inserting or positioning a fixation rod in a
pedicle fastener. The pedicle fastener preferably has a
head and a blade extending therefrom. The blade pref-
erably has a plurality of holes in linear alignment along
its proximal portion, and the head preferably has a groove
therein. The retractor according to this aspect of the in-
vention desirably includes a body, a first leg extending
from the body, and a second leg extending from the body.
The body desirably defines a central bore having a lon-
gitudinal axis therethrough. The body desirably has
grooves for gripping around a circumference thereof. The
body desirably has at least one deflectable arm formed
through a thickness of the body. The deflectable arm is
desirably a partial cutout of the thickness of the body
such that the arm is predisposed to bending in a lateral
direction. The arm desirably has an inwardly extending
boss. The first leg desirably has a first prong on its distal
end for insertion into the groove of the head of the pedicle
fastener. The first leg desirably has a plurality of holes in
linear alignment along its distal portion. The second leg
desirably has a second prong on its distal end for insertion
into the groove of the head of the pedicle fastener. Ac-
cording to an aspect of the invention, the body preferably
includes a groove therein offset from an inner perimeter
of the central bore. The groove is desirably dimensioned
to receive the blade of the pedicle fastener such that the
blade is not removable from the groove in a lateral direc-
tion. The groove desirably shares inner edges with the
central bore.
[0021] Yet further aspects of the invention provide a
system for inserting or positioning a fixation rod in a pedi-
cle fastener. The pedicle fastener preferably has a head
and a blade extending therefrom. The blade preferably
has a plurality of holes in linear alignment along its prox-
imal portion, and the head preferably has a groove there-
in. The system according to this aspect of the invention
desirably includes a persuader and also desirably in-
cludes a retractor in accordance with aspects of the in-
vention described above. The persuader desirably in-
cludes a body having an inner perimeter approximately
equal to an outer perimeter of the retractor such that the
persuader is slidable along the length of the retractor.
The body of the persuader desirably has a viewing win-
dow for viewing the relative positions of the retractor and
the persuader during placement of the persuader. The
inner perimeter of the persuader is desirably dimen-
sioned to confine the retractor when the blade of the fas-
tener is received in the retractor. The body of the per-
suader desirably includes one of a plurality of protrusions
and a plurality of holes in linear alignment for engagement
with a plurality of holes along a distal portion of the first

leg of the retractor. A distal surface of the body of the
persuader is desirably adapted for exerting a force
against the fixation rod to cause the fixation rod to move
in a distal direction. The persuader desirably also in-
cludes a hollow flange. The hollow flange preferably ex-
tends at an oblique angle to a longitudinal axis of the
body. The persuader desirably also includes a handle
assembly. The handle assembly preferably extends at
an oblique angle to the longitudinal axis of the body. The
handle assembly desirably has a connecting rod at-
tached to the hollow flange by a fastener, and the con-
necting rod desirably has a handle extending therefrom.
[0022] Yet further aspects of the invention provide a
method for inserting or positioning a fixation rod in a pedi-
cle fastener. The pedicle fastener preferably has a head
and a blade extending therefrom. The blade preferably
has a plurality of holes in linear alignment along its prox-
imal portion, and the head preferably has a groove there-
in. The method according to this aspect of the invention
desirably includes placing a retractor in accordance with
aspects of the invention described above over the blade
of the fastener. The method desirably further includes
sliding the retractor such that the first and second prongs
of the retractor are inserted into the groove of the head
of the pedicle fastener. The method desirably further in-
cludes placing a persuader in accordance with aspects
of the invention described above over at least the first
and second prongs of the retractor. The method desirably
further includes sliding the persuader along the length of
the retractor to exert a force against the fixation rod to
cause the fixation rod to move in a distal direction.
[0023] Yet further aspects of the invention provide a
coupling for receiving and maintaining positioning of ad-
jacent blades of a pedicle fastener. The blades preferably
have at least one hole. The coupling according to this
aspect of the invention desirably includes a tubular body
having a thickness and defining a central bore there-
through. The tubular body desirably includes at least two
spaced apart channels therein. Each channel is desirably
dimensioned to receive an adjacent blade therethrough.
The tubular body desirably includes at least one tab
formed through the thickness. The tab is desirably de-
flectable into the central bore for engagement with at least
one of the holes of the adjacent blades.
[0024] Yet further aspects of the invention provide a
coupling for receiving and maintaining positioning of ad-
jacent blades of a pedicle fastener. The coupling accord-
ing to this aspect of the invention desirably has inner and
outer perimeters spaced apart by a thickness and ex-
tending along a length from a proximal to a distal end
thereof. The inner perimeter desirably defines a central
hole having a longitudinal axis centrally located there-
through. The coupling desirably defines a gap extending
through its thickness and along its entire length. The cou-
pling desirably further includes a pair of opposing chan-
nels extending along the longitudinal axis. Each of the
channels is desirably defined by opposing protrusions on
both the proximal and distal ends of the coupling. Each
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of the channels desirably extends from the inner perim-
eter into the thickness, and each of the channels is de-
sirably dimensioned to receive one of the adjacent blades
of the pedicle fastener such that the blade is not remov-
able from the corresponding channel in a lateral direction.
The coupling desirably further includes opposing de-
flectable tabs formed in the thickness and located within
corresponding opposing slots, such that the tabs are pre-
disposed to bending in the lateral direction. Each of the
tabs desirably has an inwardly extending protuberance.
The coupling desirably further includes a recess extend-
ing from the proximal end through the thickness. The
recess is desirably dimensioned to receive a fixation rod.
The recess is desirably located opposite the gap in the
coupling. The coupling desirably further includes flanges
at both the proximal and distal ends. The flanges desir-
ably have a wider thickness than a portion of the coupling
between the flanges.
[0025] Yet further aspects of the invention provide a
coupling system for receiving and maintaining position-
ing of adjacent blades of adjacent pedicle fasteners. The
coupling system according to this aspect of the invention
desirably includes a pair of couplings in accordance with
aspects of the invention described above. Each of the
couplings is desirably placed on the adjacent blades of
one of the adjacent pedicle fasteners. The coupling sys-
tem desirably further includes a fixation rod placed within
each of the recesses of the pair of couplings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

FIGS. 1A and 1B show perspective views of a spinal
fixation system during and after insertion of a fixation
rod thereof, respectively, as known in the prior art.
FIG. 2A shows a perspective view of an arrangement
of a coupling in accordance with an embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 2B shows a perspective view of an assembly
of a pedicle blade-screw and a coupling in accord-
ance with an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 shows a perspective view of a pedicle blade-
screw having a single blade.
FIG. 4 shows a perspective view of a blade rescue
system including the pedicle blade-screw of FIG. 3
in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 5 shows a perspective view of a blade rescue
retractor of the blade rescue system of FIG. 4 being
placed over the blade-screw of FIG. 3.
FIGS. 6A and 6B show perspective and cross-sec-
tional elevation views of the retractor of the blade
rescue system of FIG. 4 assembled to the blade-
screw of the blade rescue system of FIG. 4.
FIG. 7 shows a perspective view of a persuader of
the blade rescue system of FIG. 4 placed over the
blade-screw of FIG. 3.

FIGS. 8A and 8B show enlarged perspective and
cross-sectional elevation views of a distal portion of
the blade rescue system of FIG. 4.
FIG. 9 illustrates the use of a blade rescue retractor
over a blade-screw having a single blade during in-
sertion of a spinal fixation rod during a spinal surgery
in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 10 illustrates persuasion of the spinal rod
through the blade rescue system used during the
spinal surgery illustrated in FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 illustrates a perspective view of a blade res-
cue retractor engaging a pedicle screw head in ac-
cordance with another embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 12 illustrates a perspective, exploded view of
the components of the blade rescue retractor of FIG.
11.
FIG. 13 illustrates a perspective view of a gripping
member of the blade rescue retractor of FIG. 11.
FIG. 13A illustrates an enlarged perspective view of
section A in FIG. 13.
FIG. 13B illustrates a partial perspective view of the
blade retractor system of FIG. 11.
FIG. 14 illustrates a partial sectional view of the grip-
ping member of FIG. 13 moving into engagement
with a pedicle screw head.
FIG. 15 illustrates a perspective view of a component
of a locking member of the blade rescue retractor of
FIG. 11.
FIG. 16A illustrates a perspective view of another
component of a locking member of the blade rescue
retractor of FIG. 11.
FIG. 16B illustrates a sectional view of the compo-
nent FIG. 16B.
FIGS. 17A-D illustrate perspective views of portions
of a method of using the blade rescue retractor of
FIG. 11.
FIG. 18 illustrates a perspective view of a gripping
member of a blade rescue retractor in accordance
with another embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 19 illustrates a perspective view of a locking
member of a blade rescue retractor in accordance
with another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] Where reference is made herein to directional
terms such as "proximal," "proximal most," "distal," and
"distal most," it is to be understood that "proximal" and
"proximal most" refer to locations closer to a user or op-
erator of the device or method being described and that
"distal" and "distal most" refer to locations further from a
user or operator of the device or method being described.
[0028] Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, in accordance
with one embodiment, a coupling 17 may include inner
and outer perimeters 22, 24 spaced from one another by
a thickness of the coupling 17 in which the inner perimeter
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22 defines a central opening along a longitudinal axis of
the coupling 17. As shown, the coupling 17 may have
ends 26, 28 spaced from one another such that the ends
26, 28 define a gap passing through the inner and outer
perimeters 22, 24 and the thickness therebetween. As
shown, the coupling 17 may be in the form of a "c-ring,"
although other shapes, such as but not limited to a square
having a gap through one of the sides, may be used.
[0029] The coupling 17 may be placed over and as-
sembled with an integrally formed blade-screw 11, as
shown in FIG. 2B, or in some arrangements, a blade-
screw that may be an assembly of a blade and a pedicle
screw attached by a fastener, through a snapped con-
nection, or by other attachment mechanisms known to
those of ordinary skill in the art. To attach the coupling
17 to the blade-screw 11, the coupling 17 may include
opposing channels 32, 34 set in or offset from the inner
perimeter 22 that may receive the opposing blades 12
therethrough, as shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B. In this man-
ner, the coupling 17 may maintain separation between
the opposing blades 12 to stabilize and provide stiffness
to the blades 12 during one or both of insertion of the
blade screw 1 into the body and insertion of the fixation
rod 5 into the blade-screw 1, and to provide the surgeon
or other qualified user with direct visualization of the fix-
ation rod 5 during insertion thereof. Moreover, the op-
posing channels 32, 34 may be dimensioned to align and
orient the blades 12 of the blade-screw 11 at a particular
angular position relative to each other.
[0030] As shown, in some arrangements, each of the
channels 32, 34 may be defined by protrusions 37, 38
that may form spaced apart walls separating the inner
perimeter 22 from the channels 32, 34. In this manner,
such walls may have edges common to both the inner
perimeter 22 and the respective opposing channels 32,
34. Such protrusions 37, 38 desirably secure the blades
12 within the channels 32, 34 by preventing the blades
12 from moving inwardly towards each other. In some
arrangements, to secure one of the blades in a channel,
at least one protrusion may be located at the proximal
end and at least one protrusion may be located at a distal
end on one side of the coupling.
[0031] As shown, in some arrangements, the coupling
17 may include either or both of upper and lower flanges
41, 42 that may extend outwardly away from the longitu-
dinal axis of the coupling 17 to stiffen the coupling 17 and
also to provide surfaces against which a user may push
to ease the sliding of the coupling 17 along the blades
12. A flexible tab 35, which may include a boss or protu-
berance 36 extending inwardly from the inner perimeter
24 towards the longitudinal axis may extend around a
portion of the coupling 17. As shown, the tab 35 may be
formed by making a U-shaped cut through the thickness
of the coupling 17 between the inner and outer perimeters
22, 24. As illustrated in FIG. 2B, the blades 12 may in-
clude one or more holes 8 along a length of the blades
12 which pass through a thickness of the blades 12 and
which may be sized to receive the boss 36 of the flexible

tab 35 of the coupling 17. In some arrangements, the
coupling 17 may be flexible such that the ends 26, 28 are
separated a greater distance when the coupling 17 is
placed over the opposing blades 12 than when the cou-
pling 17 is not in use. In this manner, when the coupling
17 is placed over the opposing blades 12, each of the
tabs 35 may be predisposed to compress against the
respective blades 12 such that the respective bosses 36
of the tabs 35 protrude slightly into the holes 8 as the
bosses 36 passes over the holes 8. In this manner, the
coupling 17 provides feedback to the user that the cou-
pling 17 is in a predetermined location.
[0032] In some arrangements, at least a pair, and de-
sirably all, of couplings 17 forming a set of couplings may
each include a recess 39, in which each such recess 39
may be located opposite the respective gaps defined by
the ends 26 and 28 of the respective couplings 17. In
such arrangements, each of the holes 8 of the opposing
blades 12 engaged by each of the set of couplings 17
may be located at the same relative heights along the
respective blades 12. In this manner, when each blade-
screw 11 of a set of blade-screws are inserted to a pre-
determined position in the vertebrae of a patient and the
tabs 35 of the set of couplings 17 are placed such that
the bosses 36 of the tabs 35 are aligned to protrude into
the holes 8 at the same relative positions along the blades
12 of the respective blade-screws 11, the recesses 39
of the couplings 17 will be spaced above the respective
pedicle screw heads (not shown) of the blade-screws 11
by the same height. Therefore, the relative positioning of
the recesses 39 will desirably mimic the relative position-
ing of the rod receiving surfaces 55 (see FIG. 3 for ex-
ample) in the pedicle screw heads of the blade-screws
11 into which the fixation rod 5 is to be placed. The dis-
tances between the recesses 39 may thus be used to
help determine an appropriate length for the fixation rod
5. Additionally, the recesses 39 provide an extracorpor-
eal template for contouring or selecting a fixation rod 5
to be implanted in the same manner as the rod configu-
ration systems disclosed in commonly owned U.S. Patent
No. 8,177,817 ("the ’817 Patent") and U.S. Patent Appli-
cation Publication No. 2007/0233079 ("the ’079 Publica-
tion"). For example, the recesses 39 are desirably
shaped to receive and support an appropriately shaped
fixation rod 5 in a position such that the fixation rod 5
simultaneously extends through the various recesses 39.
The fixation rod 5 may thus be contoured (e.g., with a
French bender), selected from a kit of pre-shaped rods,
or custom fabricated (e.g, by a CNC procedure) such that
the rod 5 provides an optimal fit within the recesses 39,
and thus, in turn, within the rod receiving surfaces 55 of
the pedicle screw heads of the blade-screws 11. In an-
other arrangement, one or more bridges (not shown), as
described in the ’817 Patent and the ’079 Publication,
may be used to couple together two or more of the blade-
screws 11 and constrain their relative orientations (e.g.,
such that they are substantially parallel to one another).
[0033] Referring now to FIG. 3, a blade-screw 51 may
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include only a single blade 52 extending from a pedicle
screw head 53 in contrast to the blade-screws 1, 11 pre-
viously described herein, which may be due to a previ-
ously attached opposing blade having become discon-
nected from the pedicle screw head 53. For example, the
previously attached opposing blade may have been un-
intentionally broken off at the frangible portion 16, or the
blade may have been intentionally broken off before it
was determined that further revision may be necessary.
In such a configuration, the blade-screw 51 may be un-
able to provide a percutaneous pathway for the insertion
of a fixation rod such as the rod insertion tool 4 previously
described herein.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 4, a blade rescue system 10
may be utilized to insert a fixation rod 105 by using the
single blade 52 of the blade-screw 51. Along with the
blade-screw 51, the blade rescue system 10 may include
a blade rescue retractor 60 that may be placed over and
engaged with a blade-screw 51. A persuader 80 having
a handle 95 extending therefrom described further herein
may be placed over and engaged with the retractor 60.
In this configuration, a blocker inserter assembly 100 may
be inserted along a central longitudinal axis within the
assembly of the blade-screw 51, the retractor 60, and
the persuader 80, into engagement with the blade-screw
51 in order to guide and persuade the insertion of the
fixation rod 105.
[0035] As illustrated in FIGS. 5, 6A, and 6B, the retrac-
tor 60 may include a body 65 having opposing first and
second legs 64, 66 extending in a distal direction there-
from. The retractor 60 may have a generally tubular
shape, and the legs 64, 66 may define diametrically op-
posed slots 67 extending proximally from the distal end
of the retractor 60. Such slots 67 desirably provide a
space through which a fixation rod may pass, and, in
some instances, provide a viewing window between the
legs 64, 66. The retractor 60 may be placed over the
blade-screw 51 such that the blade-screw 51 is received
within an inner perimeter 77 of the retractor 60. To facil-
itate such placement, a gripping aid 61, such as parallel
grooves at a proximal portion of and perpendicular to the
central axis of the retractor 60, knurling (not shown), or
other friction-inducing features may be added to the re-
tractor 60. As shown, in some arrangements, the inner
perimeter 77 of the retractor 60 may include an inner
diameter 78 defining a central bore having a longitudinal
axis which may receive the blocker inserter assembly
100. In some arrangements, a groove 79 may be offset
from the inner diameter 78 along a length thereof. In this
manner, the retractor 60 may be placed over the blade-
screw 51 such that the single blade 52 of the blade-screw
51 may slide within and along a length of the groove 79.
In some arrangements, the groove 79 may have a shape
similar to the grooves 32, 34 of the coupling 17 as de-
scribed above. Furthermore, in some arrangements, the
groove 79 may interface with the inner perimeter 77 in a
manner similar to the interfaces of the grooves 32, 34
and the inner perimeter 22 of the coupling 17 (e.g., having

protrusions to secure the blade 52 within the groove).
[0036] As best shown in FIG. 6B, the first leg 64 may
extend over the blade 52. As further shown, in some ar-
rangements, the first leg 64 may have a thickness such
that a total thickness of the first leg 64 and the blade 52
is approximately, i.e., within at least 10% and more pref-
erably, within 1%, and still more preferably within 0.1%,
of the thickness of the second leg 66. In this manner, the
first leg 64 of the retractor 60 may provide sufficient, and,
in some arrangements, balanced rigidity to prohibit bend-
ing of the first leg 64 during insertion of a fixation rod
while extending only minimally beyond the outer width
dimension of the blade-screw 51, consistent with the de-
sire that the pathway through the tissue be as minimally
invasive as possible..
[0037] Referring again to FIG. 5 as well as to FIGS. 6A
and 6B, the retractor 60 may include an arm 62 extending
from the body 65 thereof. As shown, the arm 62 may
extend from or be formed by a cutout of the body 65. As
further shown, a boss 63 may extend inwardly from the
inner diameter 77 of the retractor 60. In this manner, when
the retractor 60 is placed over the blade 52 of the blade-
screw 51, the boss 63, or in some arrangements, a plu-
rality of bosses, may be predisposed to extend into one
or more recesses or holes 54 of the blade 52. The holes
54 may have a nominal diameter of 2 mm, although the
holes 54 may have a different diameter. In some arrange-
ments, the boss 63 may have a diameter slightly less
than the diameter of the holes 54, while in other arrange-
ments, the boss 63 may have a diameter slightly greater
than the diameter of the holes 63 such that an interfer-
ence fit may be established upon insertion of the boss
63 into one of the holes 54. In configurations having a
plurality of holes 54, such holes may be placed in linear
alignment along a length of the blade 52 such that the
retractor 60 may be maintained at various positions rel-
ative to the blade-screw 51. As shown, in some arrange-
ments, the corresponding hole or holes 54 of the blade-
screw 51 may be placed near a proximal end of the re-
tractor 60.
[0038] As best shown in FIG. 6B, in some arrange-
ments, the first and second legs 64, 66 of the retractor
60 may include respective prongs 68, 69 at the distal end
of the retractor 60. The pedicle screw head 53 of the
blade-screw 51 may include a corresponding groove 56
around at least a portion of the perimeter thereof for re-
ceiving the prongs 68, 69. As further shown, in some
arrangements, the first and second legs 64, 66 of the
retractor 60 may include grooves 71, 72. In such arrange-
ments, the head 53 of the blade-screw 51 may include a
protrusion 57 around at least a portion of the perimeter
thereof that may be inserted into the grooves 71, 72 of
the retractor 60. In this manner, the retractor 60 may be
placed into locking engagement with the blade-screw 51.
[0039] Now referring to FIGS. 7 as well as FIGS. 8A
and 8B, the persuader 80 may be placed over and into
engagement with the retractor 60. As best shown in FIG.
8B, the persuader 80 may include a body 81 having an
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inner perimeter 85 along a length thereof that circum-
scribes a corresponding length of an outer perimeter 75
of the retractor 60. As shown, in some arrangements, the
inner perimeter 85 of the persuader 80 and the outer
perimeter 75 of the retractor 60 may have corresponding
diameters in which the inner perimeter 85 is only slightly
larger than the outer perimeter 75 such that the persuader
80 may slide over the retractor 60 with the least amount
of angulation or play allowable without forming an inter-
ference fit with the retractor 60 that prevents removal of
the persuader 80 from the retractor 60. The body 81 of
the persuader 80 may include a viewing window 84, or,
in some arrangements, a plurality of viewing windows,
defining a hole or a plurality of holes through a thickness
of the body 81. The window 84 may provide an area
through which to view the relative positions of the retrac-
tor 60 and the persuader 80 during placement of the per-
suader 80, for example to determine whether the fixation
rod 5 has been fully persuaded.
[0040] In some arrangements, the body 81 may include
a flange 86, which may be hollow as shown in FIG. 7,
extending at an oblique angle to a longitudinal axis de-
fined by the inner perimeter 85 of the body 81. In some
arrangements as further shown in FIG. 7, a handle as-
sembly 95 may extend at an oblique angle to a longitu-
dinal axis defined by the inner perimeter 85. The handle
assembly 95 may include a handle 96, which may include
a friction-inducing grip for reducing slipping that may oth-
erwise be experienced by a user, that may extend from
a connecting rod 97. As shown, the connecting rod 97
may be attached to the flange 86 by a fastener, which
may be inserted through a fastener inner perimeter 87
defining a hole through the flange 86. In other arrange-
ments, a connecting rod of a handle assembly may form
an interference fit with a receiving bore of a hollow flange
extending from the body into which the connecting rod
may be inserted (not shown). In still other arrangements,
a connecting rod of a handle assembly may form a mon-
olithic structure with a flange extending from the body.
[0041] With the persuader 80 placed over the retractor
60, the blocker inserter assembly 100 may be inserted
along a longitudinal axis of a space defined by the single
blade 52 of the blade-screw 51 and the retractor 60. The
blocker inserter assembly 100 may include a blocker in-
serter 101 that may be temporarily engaged with a block-
er 110, in which such engagement may be through an
interference fit between the blocker inserter 101 and the
blocker 110. The blocker 110 may include external
threads 111 that may engage corresponding threads 58
along a distal portion of the blade 52 and also threads
59 within the rod receiving surface 55 in the head 53 of
the blade-screw 51. The blocker 110 may be rotated
clockwise or counterclockwise by rotation of the blocker
inserter 101 in a corresponding clockwise or counter-
clockwise direction to cause the blocker 110 to move
distally or proximally, respectively.
[0042] The fixation rod 105 may be inserted within a
working region defined by the blade 52 of the blade-screw

51 and the second leg 66 of the retractor 60 and the
receiving surface 55 of the head 53 of the blade-screw
51, which may be in the shape of a saddle (as best shown
in FIG. 6B), facing inwardly in a proximal direction, in
which the receiving surface 55 may be U-shaped and the
head 53 may be tulip-shaped as best shown in FIG. 3.
In this configuration, the blocker 110 may contact the
fixation rod 105 to push or persuade the fixation rod 105
distally towards the rod receiving surface 55 when the
blocker 110 is turned in one direction and to allow the
fixation rod to be raised proximally when the blocker 110
is turned in the opposite direction. During the insertion
of the blocker 110, in some arrangements, the persuader
80 may confine the retractor 60 attached to the single
blade 52 to prevent the retractor legs 64, 66 from splitting
apart, i.e., separating in a direction away from each other.
In this manner, the persuader 80 may prevent the retrac-
tor 60 from disengaging the blade-screw 51 during either
of insertion of the blocker 110 into the working region
described above or persuasion of the fixation rod 105. In
some arrangements, the persuader 80 may have a distal
surface to exert a force against the fixation rod 105 to
cause the fixation rod 105 to move distally. In still further
arrangements, the persuader body 81 optionally may
have diametrically opposed recesses 83, as shown by
the dashed lines in FIGS. 4 and 8A, at the distal end
thereof for receiving the rod 5 therein in a transverse
orientation. In some such arrangements, the fixation rod
105 may be pushed distally by the persuader 80 to a
position such that the threads 111 of the blocker 110 may
be engaged with either of the threads 58, 59 without con-
tacting, and thus without interference caused by a prox-
imal force due to, the fixation rod 105.
[0043] The persuader 80 may include one or more per-
suader holes 82 on a distal end of the persuader 80.
When inserting the persuader 80 over the retractor 60,
the body 81 of the persuader 80 may be positioned such
that the persuader holes 82 and the holes 74 of the re-
tractor 60 may be in alignment. In this manner, the per-
suader 80 may be placed in a position relative to the
retractor 60 in which the holes 82 of the persuader 80
and the holes 74 of the retractor are placed in visual align-
ment. In some arrangements, this position may be locat-
ed at a position at which the persuader should not be
pressed further along the retractor 60. In an alternative
arrangement, the persuader may include protrusions in
place of the holes 82 in which such protrusions may be
dimensioned to be inserted into the holes 74 of the re-
tractor 60 in order to establish a desired relative align-
ment and position between the persuader and the retrac-
tor.
[0044] In operation as illustrated in FIGS. 9 and 10, in
accordance with another embodiment, a qualified user,
such as but not limited to a physician, a surgeon, a phy-
sician’s assistant, and a veterinarian, may insert a pedicle
blade-screw 151 into a pedicle of a spine. As shown, a
blade of the blade-screw 151 may have been broken off
or otherwise disconnected during insertion of the blade-
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screw 151 or during insertion of the fixation rod, while in
rare instances, the blade-screw initially may have been
produced with only a single blade. The user may place
a retractor 160 over the pedicle blade-screw 151 such
that the blade 152 of the blade-screw 151 may be inserted
into a groove 179 of the retractor 160. The retractor 160
may have first and second legs 164, 166 extending from
a body 165, the second leg 166 being on the same side
as the groove 179, in which prongs extending from the
legs 164, 166 may be separated a distance such that a
first prong 168 and a second prong 169 (not shown) snap
into a groove on a head of the blade-screw 151. (See
FIG. 6B for example).
[0045] If the blade were to be disconnected before the
fixation rod was inserted, the rod may be inserted using
the retractor 160 as a functional replacement for the
blade-screw 151 having a missing blade. That is, the sec-
ond leg 166 opposite the remaining blade 152 desirably
acts as a replacement for the missing blade by holding
back the surrounding tissue, such that the retractor 160
provides a pathway through the tissue from the respec-
tive pedicle screw head to the incision through which the
retractor 160 is disposed. Moreover, the slots 167 be-
tween the legs 164, 166 are analogous to the slots 67
between the blades of the blade-screws 51 described
previously herein, as the slots 167 of the retractor 160
allow the rod 5 to extend transverse to the longitudinal
axis of the retractor and be guided towards the pedicle
screw heads.
[0046] After the fixation rod has been positioned within
the body extending between one or more blade screws
151 and/or retractors 160, the rod may then be persuaded
towards and into the rod receiving surfaces of the pedicle
screw heads. Referring to FIG. 10, in some arrange-
ments, a user may grab either or both of a body 181 or
a handle 196 of a handle assembly 195, in which the
handle 196 as shown may extend at an angle from the
body 181, to place and position a persuader 180 over
the retractor 160. The persuader 180 may then be ad-
vanced distally such that its distal end contacts the rod
and persuades it towards the pedicle screw head, pref-
erably at least until the rod is within the internally threaded
region of the retractor blade 152 analogous to the threads
on the blade 52 described previously herein. The per-
suader 180 desirably overlaps the first and second
prongs 168, 169 of the retractor 160 to maintain the
prongs 168, 169 within the groove on the head of the
blade-screw 151. Once the rod is positioned within the
internally threaded region of the retractor blade 152, the
rod may be persuaded the remaining distance to the rod
receiving surface of the pedicle screw head by using the
blocker inserter 201 having a blocker (not shown) posi-
tioned on its distal end. Specifically, the blocker inserter
201 with blocker is inserted along the longitudinal axis of
the retractor 160, as shown in FIG. 10. The external
threads of the blocker are then engaged with the internal
threads of the blade-screw 151, which may be on either
or both of the blade 152 and the head of the blade-screw

151, and the blocker is advanced distally along the
threads by rotating the blocker with the blocker inserter
201, thereby pushing the rod distally with the distal end
of the blocker. In some arrangements, the user may push
the persuader 180 against the fixation rod (see FIGS. 7
and 8A for example) to persuade the fixation rod to cause
the fixation rod to move distally and to maintain separa-
tion between the fixation rod and the blocker during in-
sertion of the blocker into the working region. In this man-
ner, the persuader may reduce or remove a proximal,
often undesirable, force that may otherwise be exerted
by the fixation rod against the blocker due to contact be-
tween the rod and the blocker during insertion. Once the
blocker is finally tightened within rod receiving surface of
the pedicle screw head, thus capturing and securing the
rod within the screw head, the blocker inserter 201 and
persuader 180 may be removed from the body. There-
after, the retractor 160 may be removed, in some ar-
rangements by first applying an outward force on the arm
(see FIGS. 6A and 6B for example) of the retractor 160
to disengage the boss of the arm from the recess (see
FIGS. 3 and 6B for example) in the blade 152. Once the
retractor 160 has been removed from the body, the re-
maining blade 152 may be broken off, such as by pivoting
the blade 152 about the frangible portion (see FIG. 3 for
example) until the frangible portion breaks. After all of
the desired components have been removed from the
body, the incisions through which the blade screws 151
and other components of the blade rescue system ex-
tended may then be closed.
[0047] In accordance with another embodiment of a
blade rescue system, a blade rescue retractor 310, as
illustrated in FIG. 11, may be used when both blades
have been disconnected from a pedicle screw head 300.
The retractor 310 may define a longitudinal pathway 311
therealong between its distal end 308 and its proximal
end 309. The retractor 310 may comprise a gripping
member 312 and a locking member 314. In the embod-
iment of FIG. 11, both the gripping member 312 and the
locking member 314 are hollow elongate bodies in which
the gripping member 312 is received within the locking
member 314. In operation, the locking member 314 may
be constructed to move in a proximal direction and a distal
direction along the gripping member 312. The retractor
310 desirably has an opening 313 into the longitudinal
pathway 311 at its proximal end 309, which opening 313
may be defined by an opening at the proximal end of the
gripping member 312. FIG. 12 is an exploded view of the
retractor 310, illustrating the locking member 314 sepa-
rated from the gripping member 312 and also illustrating
the actuation mechanism 316 of the locking member 314
separated from the remainder of the locking member 314.
[0048] The gripping member 312 is illustrated in FIG.
13, separated from the locking member 314 of the re-
tractor 310. The gripping member 312 has a proximal
end 318 and a distal end 320. An interior surface 321 of
the gripping member 312 preferably defines the longitu-
dinal pathway 311 along the retractor 310. In some em-
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bodiments, the interior surface 321 may include a thread-
ed portion (not shown), preferably at least near the distal
end 320 of the gripping member, for engagement with
an externally threaded blocker and advancement of that
blocker towards and into the pedicle screw head 300, as
discussed above in connection with the embodiments
illustrated in FIGS. 8B and 10.
[0049] The gripping member 312 may have a generally
tubular shape with diametrically opposed slots 322 ex-
tending proximally from the distal end 320 so as to define
first and second legs 324, 326 extending distally from a
body portion 328. Such slots 322 desirably provide a
space through which a fixation rod may pass in an ori-
entation transverse to the longitudinal axis of the retractor
310, and, in some instances, the slots 322 may provide
a viewing window between the legs 324, 326. The grip-
ping member 312 may be symmetrical on either side of
the slots 322, such that the legs 324, 326 have the same
structure. One or both legs 324, 326 of the gripping mem-
ber 312 may include a slot 332 extending proximally from
the distal end 320 so as to divide the distal portions of
the legs 324, 326 into a plurality of prongs 333. As shown
in FIG. 13A, which is a detail the slot 332 may have a
distal end 334 open to the distal end 320 of the gripping
member 312 and a proximal end 336 terminating at a
hole 338. The hole 338 may be rounded to reduce stress
concentrations at the proximal end 336 of the slot 332,
and, in some embodiments, the hole 338 may be circular.
The slot 332 is preferably tapered such that it narrows
towards its proximal end 336. However, in other embod-
iments, the slot 332 may have a substantially constant
width between its distal and proximal ends 334, 336. The
gripping member 312 is desirably at least partially flexi-
ble, such that the legs 324, 326 can deflect at least slightly
away from one another. The gripping member 312 is also
preferably sufficiently flexible to allow the prongs 333 to
spread apart from one another.
[0050] The gripping member 312 may include an en-
gagement portion 330 at its distal end 320 for engaging
the pedicle screw head 300, as shown in FIGS. 17C and
17D. The engagement portion 330 may be in the form of
a collar protruding radially outward from the outer sur-
faces of the legs 324, 326. As shown in FIG. 13A, the
proximal end of the engagement portion 330 may define
a ledge 340 extending substantially transverse to the lon-
gitudinal axis of the gripping member 312. The ledge 340
may include one or more recesses 342 extending distally
therefrom.
[0051] FIG. 13B illustrates a perspective view of the
engagement portion 330 showing the various structures
for engaging the pedicle screw head 300. In particular,
the engagement portion 330 preferably includes one or
more tabs 344a,b projecting inwardly from an interior sur-
face 346 of the engagement portion 330 and structured
for engagement with corresponding structures on the ex-
terior surface 350 of the pedicle screw head 300. For
example, tabs 344a located on either side of the slots
322 between the legs 324, 326 may be sized to engage

the pedicle screw head 300 along the edges 352 of the
lateral openings 354 through which the fixation rod pass-
es when it is seated within the pedicle screw heads 300
(see FIG. 17D). The pedicle screw head 300 may include
recesses 348a along those edges 352 for receiving the
tabs 344a of the engagement portion 330 (see FIG. 17D).
Similarly, tabs 344b located on either side of the slots
332 of each leg 324, 326 may be sized to engage one or
more recesses 348b (see FIG. 17A) in the exterior sur-
face 350 of the pedicle screw head 300 between the lat-
eral openings 354.
[0052] Desirably, all of the tabs 344a,b have an angled
chamfer 356 on their distal ends to ease insertion of the
gripping member 312 and, in turn, the retractor 310 over
the pedicle screw head 300. For example, as shown in
FIG. 14, the chamfers 356 may be arranged such that,
as the distal end 308 of the retractor 310 is moved distally
over the proximal end 358 of the pedicle screw head 300,
the chamfers 356 will cause the engagement portion 330
to spread apart. In particular, the chamfers 356 on tabs
344a will cause the prongs 333 to spread apart, and the
chamfers 356 on tabs 344b will cause the legs 324, 326
to spread apart, such that the pedicle screw head 300 is
received within the engagement portion 330. Further dis-
tal movement of the retractor 310 will move the tabs
344a,b into engagement with the corresponding recess-
es 348a,b of the pedicle screw head 300. Once the tabs
344a,b are seated within the recesses 348a,b, the en-
gagement portion 330 is preferably structured to at least
somewhat resist unwanted separation of the retractor
310 from the pedicle screw head 300. That is, lateral
surfaces 360 on the proximal ends of the tabs 344a,b will
engage lateral surfaces 362 at the proximal ends of the
recesses 348a,b to prevent the retractor 310 from moving
proximally and disengaging the pedicle screw head 300.
Additionally, lateral surfaces 364 at the proximal end of
the engagement portion 330 will engage the proximal
end 358 of the pedicle screw head 300 to prevent the
retractor 310 from moving distally with respect to the pedi-
cle screw head 300.
[0053] Referring again to FIG. 13, an exterior surface
365 of the gripping member 312 between its proximal
and distal ends 318, 320 may include one or more pro-
jections 366 extending laterally outward. In some em-
bodiments, such projections may be in the form of gen-
erally cylindrical pins. Additionally, the proximal end 318
of the gripping member may include an externally thread-
ed portion 368.
[0054] FIG. 15 illustrates a perspective view of a por-
tion of the locking member 314, separated from the grip-
ping member 312, and with the actuation mechanism 316
removed. The locking member 314 has a proximal end
370 and a distal end 372. The locking member 314 may
have a hollow, sleeve-like shape constructed to receive
the gripping member 312 within its interior. The locking
member 314 may have a generally tubular body portion
374 with first and second generally planar legs 376, 378
extending distally from its distal end 379, the legs 376,
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378 defining a pass-through slot 380 between the legs
376, 378. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 15, the
legs 374, 376 have exterior surfaces 382 that are sub-
stantially flat, while the interior surfaces 384 are generally
curved so as to substantially match the exterior surface
365 of the gripping member 312. The locking member
314 may be symmetrical on either side of the pass-
through slot 380, such that the legs 376, 378 have the
same structure.
[0055] In some alternative embodiments, the entire
locking member 314 may have a generally tubular shape
similar to that of the gripping member 312 illustrated in
FIG. 13, such that the legs 374, 376 of the locking mem-
ber 314 are generally arcuate segments. In yet other em-
bodiments, rather than being generally planar or gener-
ally arcuate, the legs 374, 376 may have a substantially
smaller profile and may be in the form of rods extending
distally from the body portion 374.
[0056] The interior surface 384 of the locking member
314 may include at least one or more projections 388
extending laterally inwardly, and preferably includes one
such projection 388 located on each of the legs 376, 378.
The projections 388 are preferably arranged to be re-
ceived within the corresponding slots 332 in the legs 324,
326 of the gripping member 324. Such projections may
be in the form of generally cylindrical pins. Desirably,
when the locking member 314 is moved in the proximal
direction, the projections 388 are shaped to cause the
prongs 333 to spread apart as each projection 388 is
moved proximally within the tapered slot 332.
[0057] The distal end 372 of the locking member 314
may include one or more distally extending projections
386 configured to be received within the corresponding
recesses 342 in the engagement portion 330 of the grip-
ping member 312. When engaged with the correspond-
ing recesses 342, the projections 386 of the locking mem-
ber may desirably restrain the prongs 333 of the gripping
member 312 from spreading apart.
[0058] The locking member 314 may include one or
more slots 390 arranged to receive the one or more pro-
jections 366 of the gripping member 312 therein. Desir-
ably, the interaction between the projections 366 and the
slots 390 constrains the movement of the locking mem-
ber 314 with respect to the gripping member 312 to be
substantially linear along the proximal and distal direc-
tions, while preventing either the locking member 314 or
the gripping member 312 from rotating with respect to
one another about the longitudinal axis of the retractor
310.
[0059] The proximal end 392 of the body portion 374
may include a connection 394 for engaging the actuation
mechanism 316. The connection 394 may include an an-
nular recess 393 extending around the circumference of
the body portion 374 and an annular flange 395 posi-
tioned proximally of the recess 393. The annular flange
395 is preferably chamfered at its proximal end 397 to
ease the connection of the actuation mechanism 316 to
the body portion 374. The proximal end 370 of the locking

member 314 also preferably includes at least one slot
396 extending distally from the proximal end 392 of the
body portion 374. The slot 396 may have a proximal end
398 open to the proximal end 392 of the body portion 374
and a distal end 400 terminating at a hole 402. The hole
may be rounded to reduce stress concentrations at the
distal end 400 of the slot 396, and, desirably, the hole
402 may be circular. The slot 396 preferably allows the
proximal end 392 of the body portion 374, and thus the
connection 394, to deflect at least slightly inwardly so
that the actuation mechanism 316 can be snapped on to
the proximal end 392 of the body portion 374 and into
engagement with the connection 394.
[0060] As shown in FIGS. 16A and 16B, one embodi-
ment of the actuation mechanism 316 is in the form of a
generally tubular sleeve. The actuation mechanism 316
has a distal end 404 and a proximal end 406. A connec-
tion 408, which is structured to engage the connection
394 at the proximal end 392 of the body portion 374, may
be located in the interior of the actuation mechanism 316
at its distal end 404. The connection 408 may include an
annular recess 410 extending around the circumference
of the body portion 374 and an annular flange 412 posi-
tioned distally of the recess 410. The annular flange 412
is preferably chamfered at its distal end 414 to ease the
connection of the actuation mechanism 316 to the body
portion 374. The actuation mechanism 316 may thus be
connected to the body portion 374 by fitting the distal end
404 of the actuation mechanism 316 over the proximal
end 392 of the body portion 374 until the annular flange
412 of the actuation mechanism 316 is received within
the annular recess 393 of the body portion 374 and the
annular flange 395 of the body portion is received within
the annular recess 410 of the actuation mechanism 316.
That engagement desirably permits the actuation mech-
anism 316 to rotate with respect to the body portion 374
about the longitudinal axis of the retractor 310 while re-
straining the actuation mechanism 316 from separating
from the body portion 374.
[0061] The actuation mechanism 316 desirably in-
cludes an internally threaded portion 416 configured to
engage the externally threaded portion 368 of the grip-
ping member 312 when the gripping member is received
within the locking member 314. In that manner, rotation
of the actuation mechanism 316 with respect to the body
portion 374 of the locking member 314 will cause the
locking member 314 to move in a proximal direction or a
distal direction along the gripping member 312. That ro-
tation is preferably driven by a tool removably engaged
to a tool interface 418 at the proximal end 406 of the
actuation mechanism 316. As shown in FIG. 16A, the
tool interface 418 may comprise an external, hexagonally
shaped interface configured to be received within a cor-
respondingly shaped recess of the tool or engaged by a
wrench or other appropriate tool. Alternatively, any other
configuration of a tool interface known in the art may be
used.
[0062] The locking member 314, and preferably at
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least the legs 376, 378 of the locking member 314, are
desirably relatively rigid, while the gripping member 312
is desirably partially flexible, such that the legs 324, 326
and prongs 333 can spread apart from one another, as
discussed above. In that manner, as discussed above,
the flexibility of the legs 324, 326 and prongs 333 may
permit the engagement portion 330 to spread apart when
moved distally over the proximal end 358 of the pedicle
screw head 300, after which the tabs 344a,b of the en-
gagement portion 330 may become engaged with the
recesses 348a,b of the pedicle screw head 300. Once
the engagement portion 330 is engaged with pedicle
screw head 300, the locking member 314 may help to
rigidly secure the retractor 310 to the pedicle screw head
300 by preventing the gripping member 312 from becom-
ing disengaged with the pedicle screw head 300. In par-
ticular, the locking member 314 may be advanced distally
along the gripping member 312 from a retracted position
towards a locked position, which causes the legs 376,
378 of the locking member 314 to move distally along
the legs 324, 326 of the gripping member 312. In that
manner, the relatively rigid legs 376, 378 of the locking
member 314 preferably restrain the relatively flexible legs
324, 326 of the gripping member 312 from deflecting out-
wardly and thereby disengaging the pedicle screw head
300. In a similar manner, the relatively rigid legs 376, 378
of the locking member 314 also preferably restrain the
prongs 333 of the gripping member 312 from spreading
apart.
[0063] An exemplary method of using the blade rescue
retractor 310 of FIGS. 11-16B is illustrated in FIGS. 17A-
D. As shown, the use of the retractor 310 may be partic-
ularly desirable in cases where both blades of the blade
screw have been removed and further access to the pedi-
cle screw head 300 is desired. Such scenarios may arise,
for example, where both blades of the blade-screw were
intentionally or unintentionally removed (e.g., broken off
at frangible portions) before it was determined that further
revision may be necessary.
[0064] In order to help move the retractor 310 into en-
gagement with the pedicle screw head 300, an elongate
guide tool 420 may first be inserted through a skin incision
and distally into engagement with the pedicle screw head
300. The guide tool 420 may include an engagement
portion 422 at its distal end 423 for stable engagement
with the pedicle screw head 300. In the embodiment il-
lustrated in FIG. 17A, the engagement portion 422 may
comprise a slot 424 extending proximally from the distal
end 423 of the guide tool 420. The slot 424 may have a
distal end 426 open to the distal end 423 of the guide
tool 420 and a proximal end 428 terminating at a hole
430. The hole may be rounded to reduce stress concen-
trations at the proximal end 428 of the slot 424, and,
desirably, the hole 430 may be circular. The slot 424 may
allow the engagement portion 422 to deflect at least
slightly inwardly. The outer surface 431 of the guide tool
420 is preferably slightly larger than the interior dimen-
sion of the rod receiving surface 432 (see FIGS. 17C and

17D) in the pedicle screw head 300, such that the en-
gagement portion 422 may deflect slightly inwardly upon
being received within the rod receiving surface 432, so
as to stabilize the engagement between the engagement
portion 422 and the rod receiving surface 432. The en-
gagement portion 422 may also include one or more lat-
erally extending projections 434, which may be sized to
be received within the lateral openings 354 of the pedicle
screw head 300, to further stabilize the engagement be-
tween the engagement portion 422 and the pedicle screw
head 300. Desirably, the outer surface 431 of the guide
tool 420 proximal of the engagement portion 422 is sized
to be relatively closely received within the interior surface
321 of the gripping member 312.
[0065] After the guide tool 420 is moved into engage-
ment with the pedicle screw head 300, the retractor 310
may be advanced distally along the guide tool 420 to-
wards the pedicle screw head 300, preferably with the
locking member 314 in a retracted position, as shown in
FIG. 17A. The retractor 310 may be advanced until the
engagement portion 330 of the gripping member 312
moves over and into engagement with the pedicle screw
head 300, after which the locking member 314 may be
advanced distally from the retracted position (as shown
in FIG. 17C) to a locked position (as shown in FID. 17D),
in order to restrain the engagement portion 330 of the
gripping member 312 from spreading apart and becom-
ing disengaged with the pedicle screw head 300. In order
to advance the locking member distally towards the
locked position, a tool 436 may be engaged with the tool
interface 418 at the proximal end 406 of the actuation
mechanism 316, as shown in FIG. 17B. The tool 436 may
include a recess (not shown) at its distal end 438 for
receiving the tool interface 418, and the tool 436 may
include a handle 440 at its proximal end 442 for providing
a gripping surface and also, preferably, leverage for ro-
tating the tool 436 to drive the actuation mechanism 316.
[0066] Once the retractor 310 is securely engaged to
the pedicle screw head 300, the retractor 310 may be
used in much the same manner as the retractor 60 of
FIGS. 4-8B. That is, if both blades were broken off before
the fixation rod was inserted, the rod may be inserted
using the retractor 310 as a functional replacement for
the blade-screw having the missing blades. That is, the
first and second legs 324, 326 of the gripping member
312, stabilized by the first and second legs 376, 378 of
the locking member 314, desirably act as replacements
for the missing blades by holding back the surrounding
tissue, such that the retractor 310 provides a pathway
through the tissue from the respective pedicle screw
head 300 to the incision associated with that pedicle
screw. Moreover, the slots 322 between the legs 324,
326 of the gripping member 312 are analogous to the
openings between the blades of the blade-screws, as the
slots 322 of the gripping member 312 allow the fixation
rod to extend transverse to the longitudinal axis of the
retractor 310 and be guided towards the pedicle screw
heads 300.
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[0067] After the fixation rod has been positioned within
the body extending between one or more blade screws
and/or retractors 160 (as shown in FIGS. 4-8B) and/or
retractors 310, the rod may then be persuaded towards
and into the rod receiving surfaces 432 of the pedicle
screw heads 300. That may involve use of a persuader
(not shown) in much the same manner as the persuader
80 illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 7-8B, which persuader may
be sized and shaped to be positioned over the retractor
310 and advanced distally to persuade a transversely
oriented rod towards the pedicle screw head 300. A
blocker inserter with blocker may also be used and po-
sitioned within the longitudinal pathway 311 of the retrac-
tor 310 through the opening 313 at its proximal end 309.
In embodiments of the retractor 310 having a threaded
portion along a portion of the interior surface 321 of the
gripping member 312, the blocker (not shown) may be
engaged with the threads of such threaded portion and
rotated to advance the blocker along the threaded portion
and into engagement with the threads 444 (see FIG. 17D)
in the rod receiving surface 432 of the pedicle screw head
300.
[0068] Once the blocker is finally tightened within rod
receiving surface 432 of the pedicle screw head 300, thus
capturing and securing the rod within the screw head
300, the blocker inserter 201 and persuader 180 may be
removed from the body. Thereafter, the retractor 310 may
be removed. In order to remove the retractor 310, the
locking member 314 may first be moved proximally into
the retracted position, such as by rotation of the actuation
mechanism 316 with the tool 436. As discussed above,
the proximal movement of the locking member 314 may
cause the projections 388 of the locking member 314 to
move proximally within the tapered slots 332 of the grip-
ping member 312, thus spreading apart the prongs 333
of the gripping member 312. Even with the prongs 333
spread apart, however, twisting of the retractor 310 about
its longitudinal axis may be necessary to cause the en-
gagement portion 300 to further spread apart and disen-
gage tabs the tabs 344a,b from the recesses 348a,b in
the pedicle screw head 300, so that the retractor 310 can
be removed. After all of the desired components have
been removed from the body, the incisions through which
the blade screws, retractors 310, and other components
of the blade rescue system extended may then be closed.
[0069] FIGS. 18 and 19 illustrate alternative embodi-
ments of a gripping member 312’ and a locking member
314’ (with actuation mechanism 316’), which are largely
similar to those illustrated in FIGS. 13 and 15, respec-
tively, and in which like reference numerals refer to like
elements. Among the differences from the gripping mem-
ber 312 of FIG. 13, the gripping member 312’ of FIG. 18
includes a threaded portion 500 along its inner surface
321’ near the distal end 320’. The threaded portion 500
may be constructed for engagement with an externally
threaded blocker so as to advance that blocker towards
and into the pedicle screw head, as discussed above in
connection with the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 8B

and 10. Also in the embodiment of FIG. 18, the holes
338’ at the proximal ends 336’ of the slots 332’ in each
of the legs 324’, 326’ have an elongated shape. In par-
ticular, the holes 338’ may have a generally elliptical
shape having a major diameter extending substantially
along the longitudinal axis of the gripping member 312’.
The projections 366’ along the exterior surface 365’ of
the gripping member 312’ of the embodiment of FIG. 18
also may have an elongated shape. For example, the
projections 366’ may be elongated substantially along
the longitudinal axis of the gripping member 312’. Among
the differences from the locking member 314 of FIG. 15
are the shape of the projections 388’ extending inwardly
from the interior surface 384’ for engagement with the
slots 332’ of the gripping member 312’. In particular, the
projections 388’ may have an elongated shape (e.g.,
elongated substantially along the longitudinal axis of the
locking member 314’).
[0070] In an alternative embodiment of a locking mem-
ber (not shown) for use in a blade rescue retractor like
that illustrated in FIGS. 11-19, the locking member need
not extend substantially along the entire length of the
gripping member in locked position. Such an embodi-
ment of the locking member may not include legs, and
the tubular body portion may instead be structured to
extend at least partially along the legs 324, 326 of the
gripping member 312 in the locked position, so as to re-
strain the legs 324, 326 of the gripping member 312 from
deflecting outwardly and disengaging the pedicle screw
head 300.
[0071] In a further alternative embodiment of a blade
rescue retractor (not shown) like that illustrated in FIGS.
11-19, the locking member and gripping member may
instead be structured so that the locking member is re-
ceived within the gripping member. In such an embodi-
ment, the engagement between the locking member and
the gripping member may be such that, when the locking
member is in the locked position, the locking member
restrains the legs of the gripping member from deflecting
outwardly and disengaging the pedicle screw head 300.
For example, the gripping member may include a struc-
ture such as an internal track for receiving the legs, or
some other engagement structure on the legs, of the lock-
ing member. In yet a further embodiment of a blade res-
cue retractor (not shown), the legs of the locking member
may be structured as stiffening members which are re-
ceived within and movable along channels formed inside
the legs (i.e., between the interior and exterior surfaces
of the gripping member).
[0072] Although the blade rescue systems and meth-
ods of use above were described in connection with in-
tegrated blade-screws in which one or both blades had
been broken off (e.g., broken at the frangible portions),
such blade rescue systems could also be used in con-
nection with other types of percutaneous access devices
(such as those described in the ’355 Patent or the ’798
Patent) after such percutaneous access devices have
been removed or have failed. For example, the blade
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rescue retractor 60 discussed in connection with FIGS.
4-8B could be used with a system having blades sepa-
rately formed from and detachably connectable to the
pedicle screw heads, as described in the ’798 Patent,
and in which one of the blades has become disconnected
to the associated pedicle screw head. Similarly, the blade
rescue retractor 310 discussed in connection with FIGS.
11-17D could also be used with a similar system of sep-
arately formed blades in which both blades have become
disconnected from the pedicle screw head.
[0073] In some alternative arrangements of any of at
least the coupling, the retractor, the gripping member,
the locking member, and the persuader as described pre-
viously herein, where either or all of bosses, projections,
and protuberances are described as interfacing with
holes, slots, or recesses, such holes, slots, or recesses
and either or all of the bosses, projections, and protuber-
ances corresponding to, being inserted in, or being en-
gaged with the respective holes, slots, or recesses may
be reversed such that they are on the other feature than
that previously described herein. In some arrangements,
where either or both of bosses and protuberances are
described as being from flexible tabs or arms, such boss-
es and protuberances may simply extend from a wall, an
inner perimeter, or body that may be rigid or inflexible.
[0074] It is to be understood that the disclosure set
forth herein includes all possible combinations of the par-
ticular features described. For example, where a partic-
ular feature is disclosed in the context of a particular as-
pect, arrangement, configuration, or embodiment, or a
particular claim, that feature can also be used, to the
extent possible, in combination with and/or in the context
of other particular aspects, arrangements, configura-
tions, and embodiments of the invention, and in the in-
vention generally.
[0075] Furthermore, although the invention herein has
been described with reference to particular embodi-
ments, it is to be understood that these embodiments are
merely illustrative of the principles and applications of
the present invention. It is therefore to be understood that
numerous modifications may be made to the illustrative
embodiments and that other arrangements may be de-
vised without departing from the scope of the present
invention as defined by the appended claims.
[0076] The following numbered paragraphs describe
features in accordance with various embodiments of the
invention as further described above:

1. A method for restoring a percutaneous pathway
to a pedicle fastener connected to a vertebra of a
patient, the method comprising:

inserting a percutaneous access device into a
body of a patient through an incision, such that
the percutaneous access device provides a first
pathway extending from the incision to a head
of a pedicle fastener connected to a vertebra of
the patient;

removing at least a portion of the percutaneous
access device; and
attaching a supplemental access device to the
head of the pedicle fastener, the supplemental
access device providing a second pathway ex-
tending from the incision to the head of the pedi-
cle fastener.

2. The method of paragraph 1, wherein a cross-sec-
tional area of the first pathway transverse to a lon-
gitudinal axis of the percutaneous access device has
a first size, wherein the step of removing at least a
portion of the percutaneous access device causes
the cross-sectional area of the first pathway to be
substantially reduced or eliminated, and wherein a
cross-sectional area of the second pathway trans-
verse to a longitudinal axis of the supplemental ac-
cess device has a second size, the second size being
generally the same as the first size.

3. The method of paragraph 1, wherein the percuta-
neous access device includes first and second slots
diametrically opposed to one another so as to permit
passage of a fixation rod therethrough along a direc-
tion transverse to a longitudinal axis of the percuta-
neous access device.

4. The method of paragraph 3, wherein the supple-
mental access device includes first and second slots
diametrically opposed to one another so as to permit
passage of the fixation rod therethrough along a di-
rection transverse to a longitudinal axis of the sup-
plemental access device.

5. The method of paragraph 4, further comprising
inserting the fixation rod into the body of the patient
along at least a portion of the second pathway, such
that the fixation rod passes through at least one of
the first and second slots of the supplemental access
device.

6. The method of paragraph 3, wherein the percuta-
neous access device includes a first blade and a
second blade, the first and second blades being
spaced apart from one another and extending sub-
stantially parallel to one another when connected to
the head of the pedicle fastener, the first and second
slots of the percutaneous access device being de-
fined by the first and second blades.

7. The method of paragraph 6, wherein the first and
second blades are integrally formed with the head
of the pedicle fastener, the first and second blades
each being connected to the head of the pedicle fas-
tener by a frangible portion.

8. The method of paragraph 6, wherein the step of
removing at least a portion of the percutaneous ac-
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cess device comprises removing the first blade from
the head of the pedicle fastener.

9. The method of paragraph 8, wherein the step of
attaching includes receiving the second blade in a
receiving structure of the supplemental access de-
vice.

10. The method of paragraph 6, wherein the step of
removing at least a portion of the percutaneous ac-
cess device comprises removing both of the first and
second blades from the head of the pedicle fastener.

11. The method of paragraph 10, wherein the step
of attaching includes engaging a gripping member
and a locking member of the supplemental access
device with the head of the pedicle fastener, the lock-
ing member being adapted to prevent disengage-
ment between the gripping member and the head of
the pedicle fastener.

12. An access device for percutaneously accessing
a pedicle fastener connected to a vertebra of a pa-
tient, the access device comprising:

an elongate gripping member having a body por-
tion, a first leg, and a second leg, the first and
second legs each having a proximal portion con-
nected to the body portion and a distal portion
for engagement with a head of a pedicle fasten-
er, the distal portion of each of the first and sec-
ond legs including a first prong and a second
prong, the first and second prongs having a lon-
gitudinal slot therebetween permitting the first
and second prongs to deflect relative to each
other, wherein the distal portions of the first and
second legs are deflectable away from one an-
other to engage and disengage the head of the
pedicle fastener; and
an elongate locking member connected to and
movable relative to the gripping member be-
tween a retracted position and a locked position,
wherein the locking member prevents the first
and second legs of the gripping member from
deflecting away from one another when in the
locked position.

13. The access device of paragraph 12, wherein the
locking member includes at least one projection ar-
ranged to be received within the slot between the
first and second prongs of either the first or second
legs of the gripping member, and wherein movement
of the locking member to the retracted position caus-
es the projection to move within the slot so as to
deflect the first and second prongs away from one
another.

14. The access device of paragraph 12, wherein the

locking member includes at least one projection ar-
ranged to be received within a recess in the gripping
member, and wherein movement of the locking
member to the locked position causes the projection
to move into the recess so as to restrain movement
of the first and second prongs away from one anoth-
er.

15. The access device of paragraph 12, wherein the
gripping member is received within the locking mem-
ber, the locking member having a generally curved
interior surface shaped to substantially match an ex-
terior surface of the gripping member, and the lock-
ing member including a substantially flat exterior sur-
face.

16. An access device for percutaneously accessing
a fixed pedicle fastener, the pedicle fastener having
a head and a blade, comprising:

an elongate tubular body defining a central bore
therethrough;
a groove spaced from the central bore dimen-
sioned to receive the blade therethrough;
and a distal end for engagement with the head
of the fastener.

17. A retractor for inserting or positioning a fixation
rod in a pedicle fastener, the pedicle fastener having
a head and a blade extending therefrom, the blade
having a plurality of holes in linear alignment along
a proximal portion thereof, and the head having a
groove therein, including:

a body defining a central bore therethrough, the
central bore having a longitudinal axis, the body
having grooves around a circumference of the
body for gripping, the body further having at least
one deflectable arm formed through a thickness
of the body, the at least one deflectable arm be-
ing a partial cutout of the thickness of the body
such that the at least one arm is predisposed to
bending in a lateral direction perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the central bore, the at
least one arm having a boss extending inwardly
toward the longitudinal axis;
a first leg extending from the body, the first leg
having a first prong on a distal end thereof for
insertion into the groove of the head of the pedi-
cle fastener, the first leg having a plurality of
holes in linear alignment along a distal portion
of the first leg;
a second leg extending from the body, the sec-
ond leg having a second prong on a distal end
thereof for insertion into the groove of the head
of the pedicle fastener; and
wherein the body includes a groove therein off-
set from an inner perimeter of the central bore,
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the groove being dimensioned to receive the
blade of the pedicle fastener such that the blade
is not removable from the groove in a lateral di-
rection perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, the
groove further sharing inner edges with the cen-
tral bore.

18. A system for inserting or positioning a fixation
rod in a pedicle fastener, the pedicle fastener having
a head and a blade extending therefrom, the blade
having a plurality of holes in linear alignment along
a proximal portion thereof, and the head having a
groove therein, including:

the retractor of paragraph 17; and
a persuader including:

a body having an inner and outer perimeter
along a length thereof, the inner perimeter
of the body approximately equal to an outer
perimeter of the retractor such that the per-
suader is slidable along the length of the
retractor, the body having a viewing window
providing an area through which to view the
relative positions of the retractor and the
persuader during placement of the persuad-
er, the inner perimeter of the persuader be-
ing dimensioned to confine the retractor
when the blade of the fastener is received
in the retractor, one of a plurality of protru-
sions and a plurality of holes in linear align-
ment for engagement with a plurality of
holes along a distal portion of the first leg of
the retractor, and a distal surface for exert-
ing a force against the fixation rod to cause
the fixation rod to move in a distal direction,
a hollow flange extending at an oblique an-
gle to a longitudinal axis of the body, and
a handle assembly extending at an oblique
angle to the longitudinal axis of the body,
the handle assembly having a handle ex-
tending from a connecting rod, the connect-
ing rod of the handle assembly being at-
tached to the hollow flange by a fastener.

19. A method for inserting or positioning a fixation
rod in a pedicle fastener, the pedicle fastener having
a head and a blade extending therefrom, the blade
having a plurality of holes in linear alignment along
a proximal portion thereof, and the head having a
groove therein, including:

placing a retractor over the blade of the fastener,
the retractor including:

a body defining a central bore therethrough,
the central bore having a longitudinal axis,
the body having grooves around a circum-

ference of the body for gripping, the body
further having at least one deflectable arm
formed through a thickness of the body, the
at least one deflectable arm being a partial
cutout of the thickness of the body such that
the at least one arm is predisposed to bend-
ing in a lateral direction perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the central bore, the at
least one arm having a boss extending in-
wardly toward the longitudinal axis,
a first leg extending from the body, the first
leg having a first prong on a distal end there-
of for insertion into the groove of the head
of the pedicle fastener, the first leg having
a plurality of holes in linear alignment along
a distal portion of the first leg,
a second leg extending from the body, the
second leg having a second prong on a dis-
tal end thereof for insertion into the groove
of the head of the pedicle fastener, and
wherein the body includes a groove therein
offset from an inner perimeter of the central
bore, the groove being dimensioned to re-
ceive the blade of the pedicle fastener such
that the blade is not removable from the
groove in a lateral direction perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis, the groove further
sharing inner edges with the central bore;

sliding the retractor such that the first and sec-
ond prongs of the retractor are inserted into the
groove of the head of the pedicle fastener;
placing a persuader over at least the first and
second prongs of the retractor, the persuader
having:

a body having an inner and outer perimeter
along a length thereof, the inner perimeter
of the body approximately equal to an outer
perimeter of the retractor such that the per-
suader is slidable along the length of the
retractor, the body having a viewing window
providing an area through which to view the
relative positions of the retractor and the
persuader during placement of the persuad-
er, the inner perimeter of the persuader be-
ing dimensioned to confine the retractor
when the blade of the blade-screw is re-
ceived in the retractor, one of a plurality of
protrusions and a plurality of holes in linear
alignment for engagement with a plurality
of holes along a distal portion of the first leg
of the retractor, and a distal surface for ex-
erting a force against the fixation rod to
cause the fixation rod to move in a distal
direction,
a hollow flange extending at an oblique an-
gle to a longitudinal axis of the body,
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a handle assembly extending at an oblique
angle to the longitudinal axis of the body,
the handle assembly having a handle ex-
tending from a connecting rod, the connect-
ing rod of the handle assembly being at-
tached to the hollow flange by a fastener;

sliding the persuader along the length of the re-
tractor to exert a force against the fixation rod
to cause the fixation rod to move in a distal di-
rection.

20. A coupling for receiving and maintaining posi-
tioning of adjacent blades of a pedicle fastener, the
blades having at least one hole comprising:

a tubular body having a thickness and defining
a central bore therethrough;
at least two spaced apart channels within the
body, each channel dimensioned to receive an
adjacent blade therethrough; and
at least one tab formed through the thickness
and deflectable into the central bore for engage-
ment with the at least one hole of the adjacent
blades.

21. A coupling for receiving and maintaining posi-
tioning of adjacent blades of a pedicle fastener, in-
cluding:

inner and outer perimeters spaced apart by a
thickness and extending along a length from a
proximal to a distal end thereof, the inner perim-
eter defining a central hole having a longitudinal
axis centrally located therethrough, the inner
and outer perimeters, the proximal and distal
ends, and the thickness defining a space
through the thickness and along the entire
length;
a pair of opposing channels extending along the
longitudinal axis, each of the channels being de-
fined by opposing protrusions on both the prox-
imal and distal ends, each of the opposing pro-
trusions forming a portion of the thickness and
a portion of the inner perimeter, each of the
channels extending from the inner perimeter into
the thickness and being dimensioned to receive
one of the adjacent blades of the pedicle fasten-
er such that the one of the adjacent blades is
not removable from the corresponding channel
in a lateral direction perpendicular to the proxi-
mal and distal directions;
opposing deflectable tabs formed in the thick-
ness and located within corresponding opposing
slots, such that the tabs are predisposed to
bending in the lateral direction, each of the tabs
having a protuberance extending inwardly to-
ward the longitudinal axis;

a recess, the recess being opposite the space
defined by the inner and outer perimeters, the
proximal and distal ends, and the thickness, the
recess further extending from the proximal end
through the thickness such that the recess de-
fines a portion of the proximal end, the recess
further being dimensioned to receive a fixation
rod; and
opposing flanges at the respective proximal and
distal ends, the flanges forming portions of the
inner and outer perimeters and having a wider
thickness than a portion of the coupling between
the opposing flanges.

22. A coupling system for receiving and maintaining
positioning of adjacent blades of adjacent pedicle
fasteners, including:

a pair of couplings, each of the pair of couplings
being a coupling in accordance with paragraph
17, each of the couplings being placed on the
adjacent blades of one of the adjacent pedicle
fasteners; and
a fixation rod placed within each of the recesses
of the pair of couplings.

Claims

1. An access device for percutaneously accessing a
pedicle fastener connected to a vertebra of a patient,
the access device comprising:

an elongate gripping member including a body
portion, a first leg, and a second leg, the first and
second legs each having a proximal portion con-
nected to the body portion and a distal portion
for engagement with a head of a pedicle fasten-
er, wherein the distal portions of the first and
second legs are deflectable away from one an-
other to engage and disengage the head of the
pedicle fastener; and
an elongate locking member connected to and
movable relative to the gripping member be-
tween a retracted position and a locked position,
the elongate locking member having a first ex-
tension aligned along the first leg and a second
extension aligned along the second leg, wherein
the first and second extensions of the locking
member prevent the respective first and second
legs of the gripping member from deflecting
away from one another when in the locked po-
sition.

2. The access device of claim 1, wherein the distal por-
tion of the first leg includes a first prong and a second
prong, and wherein the distal portion of the second
leg includes a third prong and a fourth prong, the first
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and second prongs having a first longitudinal slot
therebetween permitting the first and second prongs
to deflect relative to each other, and the third and
fourth prongs having a second longitudinal slot ther-
ebetween permitting the third and fourth prongs to
deflect relative to each other.

3. The access device of claim 2, further comprising at
least one projection arranged within the first slot,
wherein the projection is adapted to move along the
first slot to cause the first and second prongs to de-
flect with respect to one another.

4. The access device of claim 3, wherein the projection
is connected to the locking member, and wherein
movement of the locking member to the retracted
position causes the projection to move along the first
slot so as to deflect the first and second prongs away
from one another.

5. The access device of claim 2, further comprising at
least one tab arranged to be received within a recess
in the gripping member, wherein movement of the
locking member to the locked position causes the
tab to move into the recess.

6. The access device of claim 5, wherein the tab is lo-
cated at a distal end of the first extension.

7. The access device of claim 5, wherein engagement
of the tab within the recess restrains movement of
the first and second prongs away from one another.

8. The access device of claim 1, wherein the gripping
member is received within the locking member.

9. The access device of claim 8, wherein the gripping
member has a tubular shape defining a longitudinal
pathway therein along a central longitudinal axis of
the access device.

10. The access device of claim 1, wherein the first and
second legs of the gripping member define a first
pass-through slot therebetween, the first pass-
through slot adapted to receive a spinal fusion rod
therethrough.

11. The access device of claim 10, wherein the first and
second extensions of the locking member define a
second pass-through slot therebetween, the second
pass-through slot adapted to receive the spinal fu-
sion rod therethrough, and wherein the first and sec-
ond pass-through slots are aligned with one another
about a central longitudinal axis of the access device.

12. The access device of claim 1, wherein the locking
member is movable along a central longitudinal axis
of the access device relative to the gripping member

between the retracted and locked positions.

13. The access device of claim 12, further comprising
an actuation mechanism for actuating movement of
the locking member relative to the gripping member
along the central longitudinal axis between the re-
tracted and locked positions, wherein the actuation
mechanism is adapted to actuate the movement of
the locking member relative to the gripping member
in response to rotation of the actuation mechanism.

14. The access device of claim 13, wherein the rotation
of the actuation mechanism is about the central lon-
gitudinal axis of the access device.

15. The access device of claim 13, wherein the rotation
of the actuation mechanism is along a threaded con-
nection.
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